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Homes and working spaces are considered significant contributors of energy consumption
and carbon emissions worldwide. Previous studies in the field of home- and building
automation have demonstrated the sustainability gain brought by smart home solutions, in
terms of energy-efficiency, economic savings, and enhanced living and working conditions.
A major barrier, however, to the adoption of these solutions is the complexity and limited
usability of user interfaces. As a response to these challenges, this study investigates the use
of gestures as a natural way of controlling and interacting with home automation systems.
Using the available motion capture technology, a gesture dictionary will be defined as a set
of meaning actions in free-form and in-air movements. A usability test will be conducted to
measure the resulting socio-technical aspects. Lastly, the study will present the analysis and
effects of gestures control for a higher up-take of smart home solutions towards designing
and maintaining buildings of the future that are both user-centric and resource efficient to
reduce our overall carbon footprint.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In an article published by Eurostat regarding energy trends from data collected June of 2017,
households comprise 25.4% of the final energy consumption, one of the dominant categories
together with transport (33.1%), and industry (25.3%) within the European Economic region
[2]. In addition, buildings, both homes and working spaces, are culpable for the 36% of the
total carbon emissions in Europe [3]. The European Commission is convinced that by using
commercially available building automation technologies, possible reductions to energy
consumption can be up to 6%, and 5% for the total carbon emissions [3]. Through its
policies, initiatives, and research activities, the European Union pushes its citizens to use
energy more efficiently - to lower their utility bills, reduce their reliance on external suppliers
of oil and gas, and help protect the environment.

The Global e-Sustainability Initiative (GeSI) suggests in its #Smarter2030 Report that ICT
in households and buildings will increase comfort and reduce energy and water bills. The
report adds that smart building solutions could cut up to 2.0Gt of carbon emissions from the
housing sector, reducing energy consumption by 5 billion MWh, and creating revenue
opportunities of another $260 billion [4]. The future of smart buildings relies on the concept
of insight and control, from smart metering that enhances people’s awareness of their energy
and resource consumption to enabling users to interact with these technologies remotely and
automatically. These solutions will lead to strong sustainability impacts such as energy and
resource efficiency, improved processes and automation, and enhance living conditions and
productivity.

Home automation technologies have been commercially available for a couple of years now,
these solutions repeatedly faced market failures. Amid all the benefits, low usability can be
seen as one of the prominent reasons for the high level of reluctance from customers to invest
in home automation systems (HAS) [5]. Other factors include high investment cost, lack of
flexibility and scalability, and the variety of individual products that are not easily
interoperable. However, the user interface and control are often reported to be the most
unusable product due to its poor design and complex features which result in home
automation technologies being inaccessible to a wide range of non-technical users [5].
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1.1 Research Goals
This study aims to investigate on the use of gesture control as a natural way of interacting
with home automation systems. In addition, there will a look into socio-technical aspects
such as acceptability, ease-of-use, and culturability. The following research questions will
serve as milestones to gauge a level of comprehensiveness toward a successful
implementation of this study.

1.2 Research Questions and Objectives
This study has the following Research Questions (RQ):
RQ1: What are the available motion capture technologies in the context of this
research that can be used to interact with home automation systems?
RQ2: What are possible gestures to be defined as meaningful actions to control smart
home devices?
RQ3: How do we evaluate the impact of gestures and perceptual technologies
considering both human and technical factors towards adopting home automation
systems?
Each research question mentioned above will be translated into research objectives –
structural action plans that would be reflected in the methodology. These objectives are as
follows:

(a) Technology Survey: Explore available motion capture technologies in the context of
home automation systems.
(b) Gesture Definition: Define gestures as meaningful actions to control smart home
devices.
(c) Socio-technical Study: Conduct a socio-technical study for the system to measure the
level of acceptability, ease-of-use, and culturability.
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Table 1 Objectives & Action Plan
TECHNOLOGY SURVEY
Research on available hand
gesture technology.
Acquire and play around with
at least two (2) sensors.
Bridge and integrate sensors
with smart home devices (e.g.
FHEM, etc.)

GESTURE DEFINITION
Research on previous studies
with gesture definitions for
home automation.
Formulate a data collection
approach to give meanings
out of hand gestures.
Define a gesture dictionary for
this specific application.

SOCIO-TECHNICAL STUDY
Study statistical methods for
doing a usability test.
Formulate survey questions
and identify the study’s
populations.
Disseminate survey and demo
prototype (if necessary) to
collect data to be analyzed.

1.3 Thesis Organization
This manuscript is organized as follows: Chapter 1 introduced the main topic – an overview,
the research goals, motivations, and objectives. Chapter 2 presents the research framework
and the process workflow that the study will be based on. In Chapter 3, related works on the
topics of home automation systems, motion capture technologies, and gesture interactions
will be discussed. The implementation will be outlined and elaborated in Chapter 4. This
would include the technical specifications, and the gesture definition. Chapter 5 will be about
the study of the socio-cultural aspects with demo and testing. In Chapter 6, the analysis of
results, research findings and discussions, and sustainability claim will be address. Finally,
the study will be wrapped up in Chapter 7 as the conclusion and recommendations for future
studies.
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2

METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, both the high-level (Design Science Research) and the low-level research
process will be tackled, dealt with, and explained. Each section will give a detailed profile
the methodology used as the framework and skeleton of the research. It is rather important
to point the significance and relevance of logic behind the methodology, and these will be
presented in the following sections.

2.1 Design Science Research
Design science research can be seen as an embodiment of three closely related cycles of
activities. The relevance cycle initiates design science research with an application context
that not only provides the requirements for the research as inputs but also defines acceptance
criteria for the ultimate evaluation of the research results. The rigor cycle provides past
knowledge to the research project to ensure its innovation. It is contingent on the researchers
to thoroughly research and reference the knowledge base in order to guarantee that the
designs produced are research contributions and not routine designs based upon the
application of well-known processes. The central design cycle iterates between the core
activities of building and evaluating the design artifacts and processes of the research – for
the purpose of this thesis, action research methodology will take over the design cycle
towards implementing the artifact [6].

Fig. 1 Design Science Research
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This was adopted from the design science research process suggested by Tran (2017) [7]. A
five-stage design cycle process was based on the Design Science Framework [6] and served
as the micro-level methodology for this study.

Table 2 Design Science Research Guidelines [8]

These design science research guidelines will be reiterated in the discussion chapter to crosscheck whether the study held true to these guidelines.

2.2 Research Process
The workflow will have five stages where components of the design science research are
incorporated. First, problem identification which include literature review, corresponds to
knowledge-base and grounding from the Rigor Cycle. Requirement Definition (from
Relevance Cycle) will include technology survey and gesture definition while Artifact
Development (Design Cycle) encompassed proof-of-concept and prototyping. To complete
the Design Cycle, we move to Observation & Feedback with the usability testing; and
Evaluation with the analysis and discussion towards a coherent conclusion of the research.
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Fig. 2 Five-stage Research Workflow

Table 3 Design Science Research Guidelines
WORKFLOW STAGE
1. Problem
Identification

2. Requirement
Definition

3. Artifact
Development

4. Observation &
Feedback

5. Evaluation

RQ

DSR CYCLE

DESCRIPTION

RQ 1

Rigor Cycle

This includes literature review
and survey of related works to
build up the knowledge-base
and grounding.

RQ 1, RQ 2

Relevance Cycle

This comprises the survey of
available technologies and
definition of actions for the
gesture dictionary. This loops
with Stage 3: Artifact
Development.

RQ 2

Design Cycle

This includes prototyping and
the development of a proof-ofconcept. This loops with Stage
2: Requirement Definition.

RQ 2, RQ 3

Design Cycle

This involves the sociotechnical study which further
includes the prototype
demonstration and the survey
questionnaires.

RQ 3

Design Cycle

This comprises the data
analysis of the Likert items and
drawing conclusions to initiate
discussions about the study.
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3

REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS

This chapter will be divided into three sections dealing with the following topics: (a) home
automation systems, (b) motion capture technologies, and (c) gesture interaction and
usability. Each section will discuss previous studies, applications, and works that are either
directly or indirectly but substantially related to this work.

3.1 Home Automation Systems
Previous studies in Home Automation and Smart Homes have various definitions of these
common buzz words. David, et. al (2002) defines it as “the integration of technologies and
services, applied to homes, flats, apartments, houses and small buildings with the purpose of
automating them and obtaining and increasing safety and security, comfort, communication,
and technical management” [9]. In another study Malcolm (2014) put it as “one where smart
technologies are installed and where those technologies facilitate automatic or user-initiated
communication, involving a range of appliances, sensors, actuators and switches” [10].
Martinez (2017) also referred to it as a derivative of Building Automation (BA) which is
specifically implemented in homes and residential spaces [11]. These are the working
definitions that will be used in the context of this research.

In the following chapters, the term Home Automation Systems (HAS) will be used to define
the collective idea and concepts of home automation, smart homes, and domotics, which
were loosely referred to in the literature and other related works. In addition, Smart Home
Technologies will be the working term for all technologies, such as sensors, actuators, and
similar devices that are used and integrated towards developing and implementing HAS.

3.2 Motion Capture Technologies
The release of the LEAP Motion Controller in 2013 opened new frontiers for gesture
technologies. While the industry and tech enthusiasts differ in opinion on how useful the
highly publicized device was, the sale of the product – along with the new generation.
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Fig. 3 Classification of Gesture-based Human Computer Interactions
(Enabling Technologies: Perceptual and Non-perceptual)

XBOX Kinect sensor by Microsoft, marked a step forward for commercial gestural interface
use [12]. We are interested with gestural interfaces for several reasons. Advances in
technology have made gesture recognition more feasible and affordable in terms of low-cost
and efficient microcontrollers, enhanced machine vision software, and state of the art 3D
cameras and depth sensors [12].

Gesture control technologies or gestural interfaces can be categories to either perceptual or
non-perceptual technologies [9][10]. Like how Karam & Schraefel put it and as shown in
Fig. 3, perceptual technologies are those which enables gestures to be recognized without
requiring any physical contact with an input device or with any physical objects, allowing
the user to communicate gesture without having to wear, hold or make physical contact with
any intermediate devices [13]. Non-perceptual technologies, on the other hand, are those that
involves the use of artifacts such as a glove, pen, or mouse, and requires physical contact to
transmit spatial or temporal information as input.

For the purpose of this study, we focus on perceptual technologies, such as the Microsoft
Kinect, in terms of its ability to enable gesture recognition without the need for physical
13

contact. Non-perceptual technologies will still be mentioned in related works as these are
studied and used along-side the Microsoft Kinect. Thus, while several studies have
investigated models and methods in meaningful gestures on screens, gloves, pens, and other
non-perceptual technologies that require physical contact, this study focuses on defining a
set of “in-air” gestures with attention to making a natural and intuitive way of interacting
with home automation systems. Although this is not an exhaustive look at literatures
regarding Microsoft KINECT and the technology behind it, the survey or related works
provides a practical mean to understand how the device work, and its application in research.

With the invention of Microsoft Kinect sensor, high-resolution depth and visual (RGB)
sensing has become more available for widespread use [15]. The complimentary nature of
the depth and visual information provided by the sensor opens up new frontiers to solve
fundamental problems in machine vision. Though originally perceived to revolutionized
entertainment as a control-free interface for XBOX, Kinect’s impact has extended far beyond
the gaming industry [16]. Many researchers have utilized the device to develop creative ways
to interact with machines and perform different tasks – Microsoft calls this the “Kinect
Effect.” In 2012, the tech giant released the first version of the Kinect Software Development
Kit (SDK) for Windows, which undoubtedly amplified the Kinect Effect to reach more
practitioners and developers from the fields of computer science, electronics engineering and
robotics, thus transforming human-computer interaction in multiple industries [16]. The
following is a survey of studies published on Microsoft Kinect technology evaluation and its
applications.

The Kinect found its way outside the living room to the other places inside the house. Panger
[17] studied the problem of people who want to flip through recipe books, change music, or
set a kitchen timer even with hands messy from cooking or baking. Another application that
uses Kinect is the Ambient Wall [18], a smart home system that allows users to control the
television, air conditioning, and others through an interface projected on a wall. Hands-Up
[19] uses the device with a projected user interface on the ceiling surface, where users lying
in bed put their hands up to control devices. You, et. al. [20] integrated Kinect with and
Arduino creating an immersive ambient entertaining environment in automating parties. The
system is responsive and sensitive to human activity such as gestures, body movement and
facial expressions.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 4 Photos of Kinect sensor application at home,
(a) in the kitchen, (b) the ambient wall, and (c) bedroom ceiling

Using Kinect as an assistive technology at home was also popular especially in terms of
activity monitoring, tele-rehabilitation, and elderly care. Lin, et. al. [21] used the highresolution RGB and depth images taken using the Kinect and applied continued deep
learning models in neural networks to detect abnormal events to help users avoid injuries
from falling. To promote healthier living at home, Zhao & Lun [22] developed a user activity
tracking system using Kinect with sensor inputs and fitness bands for health feedback. The
system continuously monitors users and detect bad postures. Logs can be accessed via
mobile devices to see their progress.

In a more medical application, Blumrosen, et. al. [23] used the Kinect as a non-wearable
sensor to track human activity at home. They extracted Kinect Signatures to differentiate
patients for tele-rehabilitation and kinematics therapy. Kinect was also used as a smart home
aide to people with disabilities, the differently-abled, and patients with specific needs, for
applications such as controlling appliances [24] and interpreting sign language as commands
[25].
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A good number of papers also studied sensor accuracy and enhancement in technology for
the Microsoft Kinect. Early adopters of the device laid down the foundations to further
researches in the area. Microsoft Senior Expert on Machine Vision, Zhang [16][26][27] with
his colleagues, studied the device and improved its hand gesture recognition algorithm using
the Finger-Earth Mover’s Distance. This enhanced the sensor’s accuracy, efficiency,
robustness to articulation, distortions, scale changes and orientation. In addition, Cook, et.
al. [28] investigated the use of the Kinect as a close-range hand and fingertip detector. They
were able to recognize hand signals which were quite unconventional considering the device
is made to detect skeletal structure of the whole body for poses and movements. Also, Wu,
et. al [29] believes that gestures are supposedly both natural and intuitive, thus their group
developed a one-shot gesture recognition learning system with the Kinect sensor. For this
study, user defined leaning and testing sets were evaluated using the Chalearn Gesture
Challenge.

Fig. 5 The Leap Motion Controller

The LEAP Motion controller is a small peripheral that plugs into USB port and sits in a desk
or table in front of a computer. Using two cameras to capture motion information and three
infrared LEDs as a light source, the system tracks the movements of hands, fingers, finger
joints, and several other objects in an area of approximately 60 cm in front of, to the side of
and above the device. Compared to the Kinect, which tracks large full-body movements, the
16

LEAP Motion Controller detects small motions and can be accurate to within 0.01
millimeters.

Some notable studies that used the device include the works of Seixas, et. al [30] which
characterized the LEAP Motion movements in 2D pointing tasks in comparison to the mouse
and touchpad. This research used the ISO 9241-9 for multi-dimensional tapping test and
assessed the usability of the device as an alternative to traditional computer input peripherals.
Now as a digital hand glove alternative, Cavalcanti, et. al. [31] proposed an experiment to
verify the use of the LEAP Motion controller for hand and write rehabilitation. Similarly,
Gunawardane & Medagerada [32] compared inputs from the device with a digital hand glove
for movements such as yaw, pitch, and roll. Expectedly, the LEAP Motion succeeded with
flying colors. To analyze precision and reliability, Guna, et. al. [33] evaluated the
performance of the LEAP Motion controller in both static and dynamic measurements, with
different tracking objects for multiple configurations. For static measurements, the standard
deviation was less than 0.5 mm, which increased when moving away, while the dynamic
measurement shows a significant drop in accuracy for sampled taken more than 250 mm
above the controller. In addition, Siegl et. al [34] suggested the LEAP Motion control is
limited by the software rather than its hardware components as a result of their study on the
usability of recent consumer grade 3D input devices.

On the more practical applications, Ameur, et. al [35] developed a comprehensive LEAP
Motion database for hand gesture recognition. This was used for medical visualization while
focusing on user satisfaction with movements such as click, left and right rotate, increase
and decrease contrast, zoom in and out, move left and right, previous and next. As a popular
case study, LEAP Motion was used to interpret sign language both in Indian Sign Language
[36] and American Sign Language (ASL) [36], including manual signs and finger-spelling
[37] with great accuracy. In addition, a novel method to tracking movements of the human
hand, Ponraj & Ren [38] used the LEAP Motion control with flex sensors to follow finger
tips. And as a recent development that the LEAP Motion company wants to venture in, the
device is introduced as a Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) controller, such
as those in the virtual museum [39] and VR bulb switches control [40].
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Aside from published papers on the technology and applications of Microsoft Kinect and
LEAP Motion controller respectively, there have also been related works on both
comparison and integration of these two devices. Vokorokos, et. al [41] studied the
gesticulation efficiency of the Kinect, LEAP Motion and Myo Armband, a non-perceptual
technology with muscle contraction sensor. This study surveyed 50 different measurements
for movement and concluded that LEAP Motion performs well for pointing, and clenching
the fist, the Kinect for waving, hand rotating for the Myo Armband. Similarly, Cabreira &
Hwang [42] analyzed 15 more mid-air gesture across the three platforms. Lastly, two studies
by Marin, et. al [43][44] explored the combined use of the Kinect and LEAP Motion control
for an optimized accuracy in hand gesture recognition. For this example, they used a machine
learning approach to recognize the American Manual Alphabet to show very high accuracy
in real-time.

Both technologies have their own strengths and challenges in terms of the depth of
technology and advancement in applications. As presented in this chapter, the survey of
related works and published literature on the research viability of these devices proved
exciting potential for Microsoft Kinect and LEAP Motion as gesture control technologies
suitable for the implementation of this study.

As presented in this section, the survey of related works and published literature regarding
the research viability of such devices proved exciting potential for the Microsoft Kinect as a
gesture control technology suitable for the implementation of this study. Thus, while several
studies have showed the potential of motion capture sensors outside of gaming and
entertainment, in areas such as tele-rehabilitation, aid for the elderly and people-withdisabilities, and digital interactions, this study investigates on the use of the Microsoft Kinect
to interact with home automation systems to attain a higher uptake for smart home
technologies towards promoting sustainability.

3.3 Gesture Interaction & Socio-Technical Aspects
The use of gestural interaction, being frequently used in everyday social life, is considered
intuitive in human communication. When addressing the naturalness of interaction (i.e.
18

intuitive, easy to learn) it is indispensable to consider social and cultural aspects of a target
audience when defining a gestural vocabulary - thus meaningful gestures that do feel natural,
intuitive, and easy to learn.

Developers and researchers try to provide solutions to users through complex computational
means, as seen with improved accuracy, efficiency, and robustness in the case of Microsoft
Kinect, aside from the technical aspects [16][45][26] however, the social sphere needs to be
considered as well. With this in mind, Correia, et. al. [14] proposed a framework to identify
and discuss the challenges of different forms of interaction with technology considering
socio-technical aspects in an integrated manner. The framework consists of the main
dimensions: home automation systems, gesture interaction, and human. The concentric
organization of these three suggests their interdependency in a triadic relationship [14]. As
shown in Fig. 6, each aspect is represented by a dashed ellipse and has interactions with the
three dimensions.

Fig. 6 Framework of Socio-technical Aspects for Gesture Interaction

Therefore, while several studies have looked into reliability, accuracy, and efficiency in
using the Microsoft Kinect for gesture recognition, this study will conduct a socio-technical
study under three specific aspects to attain a level of acceptability, ease of use, and gesture
anthropology and better understand the relation of gesture control and home automation
systems.
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•

Acceptability – level of user’s positive response towards a new technology or
innovation. This aspect will be guided by the Technology acceptance model (TAM)
proposed by Davis, et. al [46]. Factors such as Perceived usefulness (PU) and
Perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) will be measured to come up with the level of
acceptability.

•

Usability or General ease-of-use – measure of learnability, memorability, errors,
satisfaction and overall comfort of the user towards the technology. These main
topics were suggested by Nielsen [47] to understand how usability interplays with
gestural interaction.

•

Culturability or Gesture Anthropology – suggestive measure of naturalness or
intrusiveness of interaction with the home automation system for people coming
from different cultural or ethnological background. Researchers are still trying to
understand how the gestures are influenced by culture [14]. Although this detail
might seem irrelevant for the definition of gestures, it might very well influence
whether a certain gesture is considered appropriate in a certain cultural context.

•

Personalization – customization is related to the huge amount of information that
needs to be managed simultaneously [14]. This is to support versatility of gestural
commands for different solutions.

•

Ambiguity – to enable natural and meaningful interactions, the ambiguity of gestures
in the real world needs to reduce for interacting in the virtual world [14]. Gestures
need to be cohesive and consistent in their meanings.

•

Privacy – context of home requires a number of concerns about privacy because it
refers to intimate environment in which the lack of privacy can have negative effects
on social relationships among residents [14].
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4

SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

This chapter will discuss stages 2 to 4 of the research workflow. As such, it will be further
divided into six other sections: (a) Gesture Dictionary, (b) System Architecure, (c) Technical
Specifications, (d) Gesture Recognition, (e) Likert Items for Testing, and (f) Ethics in
Research. These sections will tackle topics regarding the technical implementation done
towards the pursuing the research goals.

4.1 Gesture Dictionary
Nine gestures were defined as meaningful actions to build the dictionary for HAS gesture
interactions. From this set, 8 gestures correspond to controlling 4 different smart home
devices, and 1 auxiliary gesture. All nine gestures follow a specific gesture style based on
the classification of gesture-based human computer interactions by Karam, et. al [13] and as
shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 and Table 4 below present the range of gestures and the developed
gesture dictionary respectively.

Fig. 7 Gesture dictionary visualized with Microsoft Kinect (Summary)
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Table 4 Gesture Dictionary for HAS

GESTURE

GESTURE STYLE

1. Hand Open

Semaphoric (static)

2. Hand Closed

Semaphoric (static)

3. Swipe Right

DESCRIPTION
Open hand near the head

Clenched fist near the
head

Semaphoric

Lasso (2 fingers) near the

(stroke)

head, swiping to the right
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COMMAND
Turn on the lights

Turn off the lights

Next song/ item

4. Swipe Left

5. Arms Open

6. Arms Closed

7. Turn CW

Semaphoric

Lasso (2 fingers) near the

Previous song/

(stroke)

head, swiping to the left

item

Both fists clenched in front

Manipulative
(object interaction)

of the body, extending

Open curtains

from center outwards

Both fists clenched, arm

Manipulative
(object interaction)

level away moving towards

Close curtains

the center of the body

Clenched fist at arm level,

Manipulative
(object interaction)
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turn wrist clockwise (to the
right)

Heater value up

8. Turn CCW

Clenched fist at arm level,

Manipulative
(object interaction)

turn wrist counterclockwise (to the left)

Heater value
down

Lasso (2 fingers) near the
9. Swipe Around

Deictic

head, make a circular
movement horizontally

4.2 System Architecture

Fig. 8 System architecture diagram for HAS gesture interaction
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Toggle everything

Figure 8 describes how the perceived system works. The gesture will be taken in by the
motion capture technology, the input feed will go into the gesture recognition algorithms for
detection and labelling, then controls will be sent out to the home automation server through
a web socket. This then will control the corresponding smart home device as commanded by
the gesture.

4.3 Technical Specifications
The Microsoft Kinect offers high-quality skeletal tracking and recognition. As presented in
Fig. 9, the sensor consists of a color camera (RGB), depth sensor with infrared (IR) camera
and projector, and a built-in microphone array. It can track up to six bodies simultaneously
with 25 skeletal joints each, and three recognized hand states: open (palms out), closed
(clenched fist), and lasso (2 fingers). The Kinect Windows SDK was used to develop C#
software for the use of this study. In addition, the Kinect Studio v2.0, and Visual Gesture
Builder were utilized for motion capture and labelling. Fig. 10 shows the joint map for
Microsoft Kinect, an important information for consideration during developing gestures.

Fig. 9 Microsoft Kinect Parts and Specifications
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Fig. 10 Microsoft Kinect Joints Map

The Leap Motion Controller represents a major leap in input technology that could, with its
enhanced interaction possibilities, trigger a new generation of far more useful 3D displays
and possibly surpass the mouse as a primary input device [33]. The Leap Motion Controller,
as shown in Fig. 11, uses infrared (IR) imaging to determine the position of predefined
objects in a limited space in real time. It recognizes hands, fingers, and tools, reporting
discrete positions, gestures, and motion. The controller’s field of view is an inverted pyramid
centered on the device. The effective range of the controller extends from approximately 25
to 600 millimeters above the device [33]. Fig. 12 presents the joint map for LEAP Motion
control. In comparison to Microsoft Kinect, hand and finger joints are more detailed.

Fig. 11 LEAP Motion Control Parts and Specifications
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Fig. 12 LEAP Motion Control Joints Map

Home Assistant and FHEM were used as open-source HAS platform and server while smart
home devices such as HomeMatic, Conrad, RWE Smarthome actuators, Amazon Echo
speakers, and Philips Hue lightbulbs were integrated for the smart home devices as presented
in Fig 13.

Fig. 13 Smart home devices (servers & actuators)
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4.4 Gesture Recognition
Based the methodology presented by Zuffrey, et. al [32], the machine learning approach
was used and adapted to fit the set of software tools and requirements from the capture
technologies. The gesture recognition process followed the Machine Learning approach
that is divided into six steps for all nine gestures.

As presented in Fig 14, first was (1) data acquisition with gesture recording using the
Kinect Studio v2.0 then each .xref file was run through (2) pre-processing for compression
and optimization. Now using the Visual Gesture Builder shown in Fig. 15, (3) features
were extracted after proper labelling, (4) training and test sets were separated with training
sets were put into (5) post processing as shown in Fig. 17, with two active algorithms:
AdaBoost Trigger (discrete gestures), and Gesture Dictionary for HAS RFRP Progress
(continuous gestures), then lastly creation of the (6) classification model as shown in Fig.
16.

Fig. 14 The machine learning approach
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Fig. 15 Using the Visual Gesture Wizard to initiate gesture recognition

Fig. 16 Labelling gestures using Visual Gesture Builder

The gesture recognition process followed the Machine Learning approach that is divided
into six steps.
1. Data acquisition with gesture recording using the Kinect Studio v2.0
2. Each .xref file was run through pre-processing for compression and optimization.
3. Using Visual Gesture Builder, features were extracted after proper labelling,
4. Training and test sets were separated
5. Training sets were put into post processing with two active algorithms: AdaBoost
Trigger (discrete gestures) and RFR Progress (continuous gestures)
6. Classification model are created.
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Fig. 17 Setting up masks for post-processing (a) AdaBoost, and (b) RFR Progress

A sample features are presented in Appendix 1 at the end of this report. This shows the 38
different features classified in a given model gesture.

4.5 Likert Items for Testing
Among the six socio-technical aspects proposed by Correia, et. al [14], acceptability, easeof-use, and capturability will be used to assess the gesture interaction artifact to gauge a
level of adaptability towards a higher uptake of home automation systems.
Likert-type scale or rating scale is a psychometric tool to gauge someone’s level of
agreement or disagreement on a symmetric agree-disagree scale. A Likert scale is the sum
of response on several Likert items – series of statements. This range captures the intensity
of their feeling for a given item. The Likert items will be categorically divided into these
three socio-technical aspects with their following heuristics. Each set will also correspond
to different parts during the public testing as show in Fig. 18. The Likert items in Table 5
will correspond to the questions asked before the demonstration. Likert items in Table 6 and
8 are the questions asked during the use of the technology. Lastly, Likert items in Table 8
are the questions asked for evaluation after the use of the technology.
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Fig. 18 Photos taken during the demo and testing

Table 5 Likert items for Acceptability
NO.
A1

A2

LIKERT ITEM
Gesture control will improve my overall

Perceived

experience with smart homes.

usefulness

Gesture control will make interacting with smart

Perceived

homes easier.
A3

ease-of-use

I will easily get used to smart home interactions
with the help of gestures.

A4

HEURISTICS

Gestures will be a typical way of interacting with
technology in the future.

Attitude towards
using the technology
Behavior towards
intention of use
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Table 6 Likert items for Ease-of-use
NO.
U1
U2

U3

U4

U5

LIKERT ITEM
The gestures are generally easy to remember.
Most gestures are easy to learn because to
correspond well with the commands.
The gestures are generally very complex and
complicated to perform.
It is easy to make errors or mistakes with the
current set of gestures.
I am generally satisfied with the gestures used
for smart home interaction.

HEURISTICS
Memorability
Learnability

Efficiency

Error

Satisfaction

Table 7 Likert items for Culturability
NO.
C1

C2

C3

C4

LIKERT ITEM
Using gesture is a natural way of interacting with
smart home technologies.
My culture is known to use (hand/body) gestures
as part of everyday communications.
These gestures reflect possible interactions of
people from where I am from.
My cultural background is known to be very
accepting of new technologies/ innovations.

HEURISTICS
Intuitiveness

Gesture use

Gesture anthropology

Openness to innovation

Table 8 Summary and debriefing items
NO.

LIKERT ITEM
Compared to other media (voice command and

S1

remote controls), I am open to using gestures to
interact with smart homes.

S2

S3

I would buy (or invest to) smart home devices to
control my home.
I would but (or invest to) gesture technologies to
interact with my smart home.
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HEURISTICS
Comparison to other available
mode of interactions

Perceived investment

Perceived investment

4.6 Ethics in Research
As part of the ethical contribution and to maintain a high standard of demo and testing in the
context of a Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research, the risks and benefits of the study
was made aware to the participants through an informed consent form. The “Informed
Consent Form for Minimal Risk: Classroom Activities/ Projects Involving Human
Participants” as appended at the end of this report, was asked to be read, understood, and
signed by the participant before going through the demo. The consent form covers the
general purpose of the activity, its perceived benefits and risks, confidentiality of data as
protected by the newly implemented GDPR EU 2016/679 law, an ethical review of the study,
certification of consent by both the participant and the investigator. Two copies of the
consent form were made, one for the participant, and a second copy for the investigator.
After each demo, the investigator thanks the participant for the time and effort that they had
contributed for the study.
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5

RESULTS

This chapter will discuss stage 5 of the research workflow. As such, it will be further divided
into four other sections: (a) Descriptive Analysis, (b) Socio-technical Evaluations, (c)
Cronbach’s Alpha, and (d) Analysis of Variance – ANOVA.

5.1 Descriptive Analysis
There was a total of thirty-two individual participants from thirteen different countries who
contributed time and effort for the success of this study. Among the participants about 60%
are female, and 40% male. Predominantly, 87.5% comes from the 13 - 26 age group, 9.4%
from 27 - 35 age group, and the remaining part comes from 36 - 50 years old group. It is
important to take not that all participants are at least of the age 18 and have legally consented
their participant in this study.

As part of the questionnaire, guiding questions were asked to help introduce the topic and
the motivation to the participants. Here are some results from the introduction items:
1. Please rate your level of technological aptitude. (Likert scale 1-5)

Level of Technological Aptitude
50%

Percentage

40%

44%

30%

25%

20%
10%

9%

13%

9%

0%
1

2

3
Likert Scale

4

Fig. 19 Graph for the level of technological aptitude (Liker scale: 1-5)
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5

2. A smart home is a home that is equipped with technology to remotely control and
automate household systems like lighting, thermostats, entertainment systems, and
other connected appliances. Do you own any of these devices?

Do you own any smart home devices?

31%

69%

YES

NO

Fig. 20 Graph showing distribution of participants who own smart home devices

3. If yes, which devices?

Fig. 21 Graph of smart home devices some participants own
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4. If no, are you interested in smart home devices for your home?

Are you interested in smart home devices for
your home?
1

21
YES

NO

Fig. 22 Graph showing the distribution of participants who does not own any
smart home devices but are interested to have them at home
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5.2 Socio-Technical Evaluations
As previously mentioned, Likert-type scale or rating scale is a psychometric tool to gauge
someone’s level of agreement or disagreement on a symmetric agree-disagree scale. A Likert
scale is the sum of response on several Likert items – series of statements. This range
captures the intensity of their feeling for a given item. The three sets of Likert scales for each
chosen socio-technical aspect will be presented below and conclusions will be drawn to
further discuss the result of the study.

LIKERT SCALE FOR ACCEPTABILITY
A1

A2

A3

A4

0%

10%

20%

30%

Strongly Disagree

40%
Disagree

50%
Neutral

60%

70%
Agree

Fig. 23 Likert Scale for Acceptability
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80%
Strongly Agree

90%

100%

Table 9 Statistical Table for Acceptability
A1
MEAN

A2

A3

A4

4.03125

4.375

3.78125

4.3125

0.152164325

0.147218841

0.147111811

0.151853

MEDIAN

4

5

4

5

MODE

4

5

4

5

STANDARD DEVIATION

0.860771409

0.832795525

0.832190076

0.859013

SAMPLE VARIANCE

0.740927419

0.693548387

0.692540323

0.737903

1.05545

2.387452

-0.31288

0.088865

-1.033403

-1.541459

-0.273213

-1

RANGE

3

3

3

3

MINIMUM

2

2

2

2

MAXIMUM

5

5

5

5

129

140

121

138

32

32

32

32

0.310341187

0.300254805

0.300036518

0.309707

STANDARD ERROR

KURTOSIS
SKEWNESS

SUM
COUNT
CONFIDENCE LEVEL(95.0%)

For Acceptability, Likert item A2 (Perceived Ease-of-Use) has the highest mean of 4.37/5.0.
A standard deviation closer to 0 indicates that the data points tend to be very close to the
mean or expected value of the set. This Likert set has a standard deviation value that plays
around 0.83 – 0.86 for the following four Likert items. The items seem to be as equally
distant to the mean which suggests a well distributed sample population. Thus, opinions
regarding the socio-technical aspect of Acceptability can be seen as both diverse yet keeping
it on a high positive note simultaneously.
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LIKERT SCALE FOR EASE-OF-USE
U1

U2

U3

U4

U5

U6
0%

10%

20%

30%

Strongly Disagree

40%

50%

Disagree

60%

Neutral

70%
Agree

80%

90%

100%

Strongly Agree

Fig. 24 Likert Scale for Ease-of-use

Table 10 Statistical Table for Ease-of-use
U1
MEAN

U2

U3

U4

U5

U6

4.5

4.53125

4.71875

3.625

4.15625

4.09375

0.127000

0.100245

0.102728

0.189

0.13552

0.212319

MEDIAN

5

5

5

3

4

4

MODE

5

5

5

3

4

5

STANDARD DEVIATION

0.718421

0.567073

0.581120

1.070

0.76661

1.201058

SAMPLE VARIANCE

0.516129

0.321572

0.337701

1.145

0.58770

1.442540

KURTOSIS

-0.080172

-0.51101

3.190408

-1.347

0.58031

2.128555

SKEWNESS

-1.113552

-0.695425

-2.008470

0.157

-0.7379

-1.620630

RANGE

2

2

2

3

3

4

MINIMUM

3

3

3

2

2

1

MAXIMUM

5

5

5

5

5

5

144

145

151

116

133

131

32

32

32

32

32

32

0.259018

0.204451

0.209516

0.385

0.27639

0.433027

STANDARD ERROR

SUM
COUNT
CONFIDENCE
LEVEL(95.0%)
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LIKERT SCALE FOR CULTURABILITY
C1

C2

C3

C4

0%

10%

20%

30%

Strongly Disagree

40%

50%

Disagree

60%

Neutral

70%
Agree

80%

90%

100%

Strongly Agree

Fig. 25 Likert Scale for Culturability

Table 11 Statistical Table for Culturability
C1
MEAN

C2

C3

C4

3.6875

3.65625

3.625

3.46875

0.192801398

0.227226329

0.183766595

0.185048

MEDIAN

4

4

4

4

MODE

3

4

4

4

STANDARD DEVIATION

1.090649407

1.285386223

1.039540842

1.046788

SAMPLE VARIANCE

1.189516129

1.652217742

1.080645161

1.095766

KURTOSIS

-0.3937772

-0.760277

-0.123065

-0.40198

SKEWNESS

-0.436375

-0.66234

-0.447958

-0.36191

RANGE

4

4

4

4

MINIMUM

1

1

1

1

MAXIMUM

5

5

5

5

118

117

116

111

32

32

32

32

0.393221044

0.463431153

0.374794441

0.377407

STANDARD ERROR

SUM
COUNT
CONFIDENCE LEVEL(95.0%)
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Table 12 Statistical Table for Summary/ Debriefing Questions
S1
MEAN

S3

S2

4.15625

3.53125

3.625

0.16257365

0.19041749

0.209405841

MEDIAN

4

4

4

MODE

5

4

5

0.91965544

1.077163988

1.184578324

SAMPLE VARIANCE

0.845766129

1.160282258

1.403225806

KURTOSIS

-0.06936421

-0.472869708

-0.935503711

SKEWNESS

-0.858745208

-0.416352188

-0.318266413

RANGE

3

4

4

MINIMUM

2

1

1

MAXIMUM

5

5

5

133

113

116

32

32

32

0.331571144

0.388359032

0.427086029

STANDARD ERROR

STANDARD DEVIATION

SUM
COUNT
CONFIDENCE LEVEL(95.0%)

For Ease-of-use, Likert item U3 (Efficiency) got the highest mean of 4.72/5.0. It is rather
interesting to investigate Likert item U4 (Error) which got the lowest mean of 3.62/5.0 from
the Likert scale. It also has both the highest standard deviation of 1.07 and highest variance
of 1.145 in that specific set. Looking into Culturability, Likert item C1 (Intuitiveness)
garnered the highest mean of 3.69/5.0. Among the other Likert Scales, this set shows
variance values from 1.081 to 1.190. A high variance value indicates that the data point is
very spread out both from the mean, and from one another. This will be further investigated
in the following sections regarding the use of the ANOVA technique.

5.3 Cronbach’s Alpha
As suggested by Rubin, et.al [48], inferential statistical techniques can be used to further
analyze datasets such as Likert items. These techniques can be used to prove cause-andeffect relationship, and to either confirm or reject a given hypothesis, among others. One
method that will be used for this study is the measure of the Cronbach’s Alpha value.
Otherwise known as the Coefficient Alpha, the Cronbach’s Alpha is a measure of internal
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consistency [48]. For sets of more than ten items, an Alpha value greater than 0.70 displays
a highly consistent and well sorted out value.
Table 13 Statistical Table of Participants (Cronbach’s Alpha)
SUMMARY

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

Participant 1

17

85

5

0

Participant 2

17

62

3.647059

1.367647

Participant 3

17

71

4.176471

0.529412

Participant 4

17

57

3.352941

1.492647

Participant 5

17

68

4

0.875

Participant 6

17

72

4.235294

0.816176

Participant 7

17

73

4.294118

0.845588

Participant 8

17

72

4.235294

0.441176

Participant 9

17

61

3.588235

1.507353

Participant 10

17

52

3.058824

0.558824

Participant 11

17

67

3.941176

0.183824

Participant 12

17

48

2.823529

0.904412

Participant 13

17

67

3.941176

1.433824

Participant 14

17

80

4.705882

0.345588

Participant 15

17

66

3.882353

0.985294

Participant 16

17

70

4.117647

0.610294

Participant 17

17

75

4.411765

0.382353

Participant 18

17

72

4.235294

1.191176

Participant 19

17

73

4.294118

0.720588

Participant 20

17

66

3.882353

1.110294

Participant 21

17

73

4.294118

0.720588

Participant 22

17

73

4.294118

0.470588

Participant 23

17

73

4.294118

1.470588

Participant 24

17

68

4

1.125

Participant 25

17

81

4.764706

0.441176

Participant 26

17

68

4

1

Participant 27

17

61

3.588235

0.757353

Participant 28

17

44

2.588235

0.757353

Participant 29

17

69

4.058824

1.183824

Participant 30

17

77

4.529412

0.389706

Participant 31

17

62

3.647059

0.617647

Participant 32

17

66

3.882353

1.110294
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Table 14 Statistical Table for Questions (Cronbach’s Alpha)
SUMMARY
Question 1
Question 2
Question 3
Question 4
Question 5
Question 6
Question 7
Question 8
Question 9
Question 10
Question 11
Question 12
Question 13
Question 14
Question 15
Question 16
Question 17

Count
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32

Sum
118
129
140
121
138
144
131
145
151
116
133
116
117
111
133
113
116

Average
3.6875
4.03125
4.375
3.78125
4.3125
4.5
4.09375
4.53125
4.71875
3.625
4.15625
3.625
3.65625
3.46875
4.15625
3.53125
3.625

Variance
1.189516
0.740927
0.693548
0.69254
0.737903
0.516129
1.44254
0.321573
0.337702
1.145161
0.587702
1.080645
1.652218
1.095766
0.845766
1.160282
1.403226

Table 15 Statistical Table Summry for Cronbach’s Alpha
Source of Variation
Participants (Rows)
Questions (Columns)
Error

SS
144.4412
81.03309
340.4963

df
31
16
496

Total

565.9706

543

MS
4.659393
5.064568
0.686485

F
6.787324
7.377541

P-value
5.47E-23
1.43E-15

F crit
1.474467
1.663927

Using the variables presented in Table 15, the Cronbach’s Alpha value can be computed as:

𝛼 =1−

𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
𝑀𝑆𝑅𝑜𝑤𝑠

(1)

where MSERROR is the mean-square value for the error which is the difference of the
rows and sum, while MSROWS is the mean-square value of the rows side. With that, we
compute a Cronbach’s Alpha value of 0.85267, which is considered a good alpha value for
internal consistency.
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5.4 Analysis of Variance
In addition to the technique mentioned in the previous section, the Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) is also a very useful inferential statistical technique that can be used in Likert
scales and datasets such as these. The Analysis of Variance, or more commonly referred to
as ANOVA, can be used to analyze the difference between and among group means in a
sample. ANOVA provides a statistical test of whether the means of several groups are equal,
and therefore generalizes the t-test.

First, the both H0 and H1 hypotheses are set, where H0, or the null hypothesis, is the
hypothesis that follows the status quo, or the norm set by the context of the study, while H 1
is the opposite or the hypothesis which deviate or go against the null hypothesis. For this
ANOVA study, the following hypotheses are set as:
H0: “Cultural background does not relate or affect opinion regarding gesture
interactions for smart homes.”
H1: “Cultural background relates or affects opinion regarding gesture interactions for
smart homes.”

To either confirm or deny the null-hypothesis, an analysis of variance (ANOVA) can be
performed. For this specific ANOVA case, three sets of data from seven participants each
coming from 3 different counties (Spain, France, and Germany) were collected. The F-value
is then computed using the following formula:

𝐹=

𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

(2)

Thus,

𝐹=
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𝑀𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟

(3)

where MSTreatment is the mean-square of the treatments or the variance between treatments,
and MSError is the mean-square of the error variable or the variance within treatments. This
formula can also be expressed as:

𝐹=

𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡/(𝐼−1)
𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 /(𝑛𝑇−1)

(4)

where I is the number of treatments and nT is the total number of cases to the F-distribution
with (I-1), and (nT -1) degrees of freedom or DOE.
Table 16 Statistical Table Summary for ANOVA
Groups

Count

Sum

Average

Variance

Group 1

7

27

3.857143

0.809524

Group 2

7

23

3.285714

1.571429

Group 3

7

31

4.428571

0.285714

Table 17 ANOVA: Single Factor Values
Source of Variation
Between Groups
Within Groups

SS
4.571429
16

Total

20.57143

df
2
18

MS
2.285714
0.888889

F
2.571429

P-value
0.10416

F crit
3.554557

20

From the Table 17 above, the computed F-value is at 2.571429 given the F-critical of
3.554557. The critical value of F is a function of the degrees of freedom of the numerator
and the denominator and the significance level (α). If F-value ≥ F-critical, the null hypothesis
is rejected. The F-values for other possible sets were also compared to the F-critical value
based on the F-distribution curve table of values, and no Likert scale had a F-value greater
than or equal to any given set F-critical. Thus, in this case, the null hypothesis is not
categorically confirmed nor rejected.
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6

DISCUSSIONS

This chapter will be divided into three sections: (a) Design Science Guidelines to look back
at the framework of the Design Science Research as presented in Chapter 2; (b) Gap
Analysis and Novel Contribution to address the relevant research questions (RQs); and (c)
Sustainability Claim using Sustainability Analysis Pentagon.

6.1 Design Science Guidelines
Going back to the Design Science Research [6][50][8] methodology framework, each
guideline will be reviewed to see if the process was properly and diligently followed.

Design Science Guidelines:

1. There has to be an artifact.
The artifact in this face is the integration of the gesture dictionary to a gesture recognition
technology in controlling smart home devices.

2. The problem should be relevant.
The relevance of this study was reiterated in the introduction and in the review of related
works. Home- and building automation technologies have been commercially available for
some time now however, there has been struggles for the majority to fully adapt it in their
homes brought by usability and interoperability issues.

3. Effectively evaluate design.
To do so, the socio-technical aspects served as the corner stones to measure the level of
naturalness and intuitiveness of gesture interaction. Concepts such as descriptive analysis,
and inferential statistical techniques helped to make sense out of the Likert items and
eventually each set of Likert scales.
4. Two types of research contributions – to the field and to the knowledge-base.
The research contributes to the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) through the
better understanding of the relationship of gesture interactions and home automation
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systems. In addition, it also investigates on socio-technical aspects in contrast to heavily
technical aspects previously studied such as the efficiency of gesture recognition approaches
and algorithms, and reliability of motion capture technologies as presented in the related
works.
5. It has to have rigor – draw from knowledge base appropriately in terms of
foundational theories and experimental design.
With the help of the Design Science Research methodology framework, rigor was strongly
identified in this research. The framework served as helpful tool to apply foundational
theories such as the statistical techniques (descriptive analysis, Cronbach’s Alpha, and
ANOVA) and the experimental design such as those in the field of HCI (perceptual
technologies, gesture styles, and socio-technical aspects).
6. Design is a search process – characterize the problem or opportunity in a search
space, then find the “satisficing design” (Herbert Simon).
Brought by the research questions, the problem was explored as a search process of finding
minimum requirements to satisfy necessary to achieve the research objectives. This
opportunity was also pursued given the particular action plans.

7. Communicate results appropriately.
Lastly, this research was successfully presented in the 4 th Annual PERCCOM Summer
School which was held Finland this year. In addition, papers written on the topic were
accepted in two international conferences – the SEEDS Conference 2018 in Dublin, Ireland,
and the Sensors & Actuators Conference 2018 in Stockholm, Sweden.
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6.2 Gap Analysis and Novel Contribution
During the course of this study, the following were gaps were identified. The novel
contributions brought by this thesis bridge these gaps. These would also serve as the answers
for the research questions presented in Chapter 1 Introduction.

Identifying the Gaps:

1. While several studies have showed the potential of motion capture sensors outside of
gaming and entertainment, in areas such as tele-rehabilitation, aid for the elderly and
people-with-disabilities, and digital interactions, this study investigates on the use of
the Kinect and LEAP Motion Control to interact with home automation systems to
attain a higher uptake for smart home technologies towards promoting sustainability.

2. While several studies have investigated on models and methods in meaningful
gestures on screens, gloves, pens, and other non-perceptual technologies that require
physical contact, this study focuses on defining a set of “in-air” gestures with
attention to making a natural and intuitive way of interacting with home automation
systems.

3. While several studies have looked into reliability, accuracy, and efficiency in using
the Kinect and LEAP Motion for gesture recognition, this study will conduct a
usability testing of these technologies to attain a level of acceptability, ease of use,
and gesture anthropology to better understand the relation of gesture control and
home automation systems.
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6.3 Sustainability Claim

Table 18 Sustainability Analysis Pentagon

Based on a recent study by Becker, et.al [49] on classifying the different requirements to
further analyze sustainability in software engineering, and ICT systems, the sustainability
analysis pentagon was derived. Five interrelated dimensions are investigated: (a) individual
dimension, (b) social dimension, (c) economic dimension, (d) technical dimension, and (e)
environmental dimension, across three different effective layers, namely immediate,
enabling and structural.
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In the context of this study, Gesture-Control for Smart Homes was placed in the middle of
the sustainability analysis pentagon. The different dimensions will then be explored
beginning with the environmental dimension. Efficient use of resources such as electricity
consumption is considered as the enabling effect, thus eventually reducing the total carbon
footprint which serves as the structural effect. For the technical dimension, the research
integrates smart home devices as an immediate effect, then the enabling effect is the use of
available motion capture technologies for prototyping, which brings about a better
understanding of acceptability level for gestural technologies for home automation systems.
Next, the individual dimension corresponds to a more natural and intuitive mode of
interaction for its immediate effect, then enhanced living and working conditions serves as
its enabling effect. Having an ensured occupant’s comfort and security, towards an overall
improved productivity is the structural effect shared with the social dimension. Other than
that, there is also the better understanding of culturability or gesture anthropology as a sociotechnical aspect for HAS, brought by assessing the level of ease-of-se for individuals and
groups of people coming from similar cultural background as the enabling effect for the
social dimension. Lastly, for the economic dimension, initial investment on devices and
technology serves as the immediate effect. The enabling effect comes in the cost saving in
terms of energy and other resources, leading to promoting the move to adoption of homeand building automation systems as the structural effect. This points to the overall reduction
of carbon footprint in the environmental dimension.
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7

CONCLUSION

The study implemented and tested a proposed proof-of-concept using prospective motion
capture sensors in the context of home automation. A set of gestures were defined as meaning
actions to interact with smart home devices. A socio-technical study was conducted to
measure a level of acceptance, ease-of-use, and culturability. A positive feedback from the
heuristics suggests that the gesture interactions for HAS are indeed categorically natural and
intuitive. The study then responds to the challenge of improving the up-take of HAS thus
maximizing its potentials towards designing and maintaining buildings of the future that are
both user-centric and resource efficient to reduce our overall carbon footprint.
As recommendations for future researchers that would pursue a topic similar to this thesis,
test the technology to a bigger range of respondents with a well-defined population and
sample, perhaps smart home early adopters and HAS enthusiast who already have experience
with the technology. In addition, define more gesture vocabularies with available smart
home devices. This study was restricted with readily available smart home devices to control.
Also, the issue in integrating HAS in a common server affected the range of defined
vocabularies, thus improving the interoperability would greatly enhance the knowledgebase. Lastly, consider integrating other multimedia natural user interfaces (NUI) such as
voice assistant, multi-touch surfaces, or even virtual reality/ augmented reality when
interacting with home automation systems.
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APPENDIX 1. Sample feature extraction for Gesture “Lights On”
Using Hands data: Yes
Using Skeleton data: Yes
1/38 - Feature: DiffPositionX (25)
2/38 - Feature: DiffPositionY (51)
3/38 - Feature: DiffPositionZ (49)
4/38 - Feature: Angles (392)
5/38 - Feature: TimeSpaceAngles (97)
6/38 - Feature: Speed (45)
7/38 - Feature: VelocityX (33)
8/38 - Feature: VelocityY (43)
9/38 - Feature: VelocityZ (49)
10/38 - Feature: AngleVelocity (83)
11/38 - Feature: AngleAcceleration (52)
12/38 - Feature: MuscleForceX (10)
13/38 - Feature: MuscleForceY (34)
14/38 - Feature: MuscleForceZ (25)
15/38 - Feature: MuscleTorqueX (134)
16/38 - Feature: MuscleTorqueY (15)
17/38 - Feature: MuscleTorqueZ (135)
18/38 - Feature: MusclePower (13)
19/38 - Feature: DiffMuscleForceX (81)
20/38 - Feature: DiffMuscleForceY (65)
21/38 - Feature: DiffMuscleForceZ (97)
22/38 - Feature: VelocityX^2 (3)
23/38 - Feature: VelocityY^2 (19)
24/38 - Feature: VelocityZ^2 (17)
25/38 - Feature: Speed^2 (19)
26/38 - Feature: Acceleration (20)
27/38 - Feature: AccelerationX (7)
28/38 - Feature: AccelerationY (20)
29/38 - Feature: AccelerationZ (15)
30/38 - Feature: BoneLengthChanges (46)
31/38 - Feature: HandValueRaw (142)
32/38 - Feature: HandValueMultiClass (130)
33/38 - Feature: HandDifferenceRawBest (111)
34/38 - Feature: HandDifferenceMultiClassBest (98)
35/38 - Feature: HandDifferenceRaw (131)
36/38 - Feature: HandDifferenceMultiClass (131)
37/38 - Feature: RefinementWrist (41)
38/38 - Feature: RefinmentHand (29)
Total Classifiers Combined: 2507
Num weak classifiers generated: 2507
Duration: 0 minutes, 20 seconds
Done
Testing on Training Data
Raw Per Frame Results:
% Accuracy True Positives: 98.975410 % (483/488)
% Error False Positives: 0.550122 % (9/1636)
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